Bremen

Altes Rathaus

Bremen
The constant thread of Bremen’s
long history is its trading life and
spirit of independence, which
brought the city wealth and a
unique architecture. Always
standing alone, Bremen is
supported by its lifeline, the river
Weser.

Early Bremen is represented by two figures,
one historical, one legendary; one of the
church, one defying it.
In the 9th century, after consolidation of
Charlemagne’s conversion of the Saxons,
the bishop Ansgar, whose diocese included
Scandinavia, three times journeyed to central
Sweden as missionary. He did so bravely –
vikings at one stage destroyed his Hamburg
base. Ansgar’s Bremen-based diocese, which
thanks to him became an archdiocese encompassing nearby Verden, as well as Hamburg,
eventually succeeded in spreading the faith
far into Scandinavia. He died in Bremen and
was sanctified not long after, although relics
are ascribed to Hamburg. Bremen remembers Ansgar today in the name of a city precinct and by the Ansgari-Säule monument in
Ansgarikirchhof.
Ansgar’s successor archbishops ruled
as princes of the ecclesiastical territories of
Bremen and Verden from 1180.
In the 11th century the monk Adam of
Bremen began writing about the geography,
history and customs of northern Europe.
Bremen, long a market town with customs
laws, was walled in this period and ships
began reaching out to Scandinavia and western Europe. The archbishops claimed overlordship – and taxes – but agreed to Bremen
enjoying the privileges of a free imperial city
under the Holy Roman emperor in 1186. By
the 13th century its port enjoyed some collective trading rights.
The stirrings of northern trade and civic
pride were further challenges to church influence. Bremen from the mid-14th century
was formally part of the league of trading
ports known as the Hanseatic League, producing the characteristic trading ships called
Koggen (‘cogs’). With this confidence the
rising merchant class asserted their independence and friction grew between them and the
church princes on one hand, and with the civic
assembly on the other. The wreck of a cog is in
the Deutsches Schifffahrtsmuseum in Bremer
haven (see also the Schlachte entry below).
The city erected in the marketplace a statue
of an armed giant called Roland. North German cities were adopting the custom around
this time and Rolands, following Bremen’s
example, still stand proudly today in several.
In a year-long struggle including violent exchanges, the archbishop Albert II, ever short
of money, tried to regain control of the city but
was overcome by the city council. This was
the signal for the archbishops to move their
residence out of town in the interests of safety.
Bremen’s traders were now more than a match
for the churchmen.
The Reformation arrived in 1522 but
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Dom-St-Petri displays features from many periods over Bremen’s history.
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Tourist information: Böttcherstraße 4 (tel 0421-3080010, M-F 9.30-18.30, Sa 9.30-17,

Su 10-16); Hauptbahnhof main hall (M-F 9.30-18.30, Sa-Su 9.30-17).
Accommodation service: tel 0421-3080010, M-F 8.30-18, Sa 9.30-13.
Money: ReiseBank, Hauptbahnhof main hall (M-Su 8-20); Commerzbank, Schüsselkorb 5
(M-Th 9-18, F 9-16); Sparkasse Bremen, Bahnhofstraße 32 (M 9-16.30, Tu & Th 9-18, W &
F 9-13); Postbankfinanzcenter, Bahnhofsplatz 21, (M-F 9.30-18, Sa 9.30-13).
Lockers: Hauptbahnhof main hall (€6/4).
Transit information: BSAG-Kundencenter, Bahnhofsplatz (M-F 7-20, Sa 9-18, Su 9-17);
BSAG-Kundencenter, Balgebrückstraße 11 (M-F 7-19, Sa 10-18).
Post: Bahnhofsplatz 21, (M-F 9.30-18, Sa 9.30-13); Domsheide 15 (M-F 9-19, Sa 9.3013.30); Utbremer Straße 97 (M-F 9-18, Sa 9-12).
Internet: Starbucks, Hauptbahnhof (M-F 5.30-21, Sa 6-21, Su 6.30-21); Le Crobag,
Hauptbahnhof (M-Su 3-22); ALEX Bremen Domshof, Domshof 16 (M-Th 8.30-23, F-Sa
8.30-24, Su 9-23); Starbucks, Marktstraße 3 (M-F 6.30-21, Sa 7-21, Su 9-20).
Laundry: Waschsalon Bremen, Vor dem Steintor 105 (M-Su 6-23); Schnell und Sauber
Waschcenter, Kornstraße 67 (M-Su 6-23).
Police: tel 110; Am Wall 200 (tel 0421-3620); Obernstraße 5 (tel 0421-3620); In der Vahr 76
(tel 0421-3620); Hoyaer Straße 11 (tel 0421-3620).
Pharmacy: Bahnhof Apotheke, Bahnhofstraße 37 (M-F 8-18.30); Ginkgo Apotheke,
Bahnhofsplatz 5 (M-F 8-19, Sa 8-18); Raths-Apotheke, Am Markt 11 (M-F 8-19, Sa 9.3017); Adler-Apotheke am Brill, Hutfilterstraße 23 (M-F 8-19).
Ambulance: tel 112.
Hospital: Klinikum Bremen-Mitte, St-Jürgen-Straße 1 (tel 0421-4972020); Rotes Kreuz
Krankenhaus Bremen, St-Pauli-Deich 24 (tel 0421-5599800).
the later adoption of Calvinism by a council majority led to a further split with a now
Lutheran church. Verden became ensnared
in the in the Thirty Years War and the city of
Bremen, despite its powerful fortifications and
an independent army, was spared from attack
only by paying a ransom to superior Catholic
forces. But several years later Swedish troops
supported the retaking of the archbishopric

and Sweden, first evangelised from Bremen,
had won the region back for Protestantism.
The city in 1646 was confirmed as a free imp
erial city, a status it maintained despite threats
from – and two short wars with – Swedish
Verden. The Swedes were at the zenith of their
power, with control of much of what is now
northern Germany in a regional supremacy
that lasted until 1666. The Bremen and Verden
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territories were taken from the church princes
and became hereditary duchies in 1648. The
Swedes hoped to secure the city of Bremen as
well, but had to retreat in the face of a coalition
including Danish and Dutch forces.
The regional architecture known as Weser
Renaissance developed through this period.
This style was applied in red brick, as shown
on the city’s weighhouse and the later Altes
Rathaus (old city hall), or in stone in the
shape of the twin-gabled Gewerbehaus (an
early centre for the city’s clothmakers) and
the Schütting (house of the merchants). The
characteristic flourishes on the stepped gables
are more in keeping with Dutch and Flemish
patterns than the buildings of Baltic cities.
Hanseatic trade vanished in the 17th cent
ury and silting of the medieval Weser harbour
was a threat to Bremen’s prosperity, but late
in the 18th century Bremen began to develop
profitable trans-Atlantic routes and soon was
the port of choice for emigration. After the end
of the Holy Roman empire, and a brief French
overlordship under Napoleon, it became independent. The old duchies joined the kingdom
of Hannover.
In 1802 the city acquired Vegesack and
its artificial harbour downstream and in 1827
bought the port of Bremerhaven at the mouth
of the Weser from the king of Hannover to
secure its trading future. It soon became the
leading emigrant port to America.
In 1867 Bremen joined the North German
confederation and in 1871 the PrussianGerman empire. A cotton exchange and a free
port were established and works to regulate
the flow of the Weser restored the city port’s
utility.
The painter Paula Modersohn-Becker in
the 1890s became part of an artist circle centred on nearby Worpswede and in a career
cut short by early death became a pioneer in
Expressionism. A Bremen museum today
exhibits her works.
In the post-World War I disintegration of
Germany there was a brief Bremen workers’ republic, overthrown by a rightist militia
in February 1919. When World War II came
bombing claimed much of the old town and
harbour area. Bremen was re-established as an
independent city-state of Germany after World
War II, consisting of the city, its surroundings
and Bremerhaven. Engineering and hightechnology industries, with brewing, underpin its prosperity and the Schnoorviertel, and
in recent years the Schlachte promenade and
Überseestadt, have been reconceived.
Altstadt
From the Hauptbahnhof, Bahnhofstraße can
be followed under Breitenweg and around the
southerly bend to Herdentorsteinweg. There
Herdentor leads south-west to the Altstadt and
from Schüsselkorb the pedestrian zone Sögestraße continues in the same direction.
Unser Lieben Frauen Kirchhof is on the
left, opening into a small square before one
of Bremen’s medieval churches. Behind at the
Marktplatz (on maps, Am Markt) is the Ren
aissance Rathaus, with the Gerhard Marcks
sculpture, the Bremer Stadtmusikanten, based
on a Grimm folktale with its premise of
Bremen’s freedom. To the west of the Rathaus
is Am Markt, with the city’s symbol, Roland,
facing the cathedral Dom-St-Petri across the
square.
On the south side of Am Markt is the

8.30-18, Sa 9.30-13).The BTZ website www.
bremen-tourism.de has the downloadable Bremen at a Glance brochure and the bilingual
Bremen: Things to do planner at the ‘Brochure
ordering service’ tab of the Experiences menu.
The city portal www.bremen.eu has general
information in English as well as a Tourism
menu with a ‘Plan and book’ option.
The attractions, along with good background on the city, are dealt with in Free Hanseatic City Bremen (€6.90) from Kraichgau
Verlag. Bremen: a portrait (€8.90) from Edition Temmen is a picture guide in 68 pages.
Both can be ordered online.
The central Thalia Bücher store (M-Sa 1019) at Obernstraße 44 has Bremen guides and
a good map selection but few guidebooks in
English. Other Thalia stores are at Duckwitzstraße 55 (M-Sa 10-20) in the Einkaufspark
Duckwitz and the Hansa Carré centre (M-F
10-20, Sa 10-19) in Pflazburger Straße.
Free public WLAN sites include the Bremer Touristik-Zentrale office in Böttcherstraße,
Am Markt, Ansgarikirchhof, Domsheide,
Hanseatenhof, Lloyd Passage, Schlachte and
outside St Johann Kirche and Im Schnoor, in
the Schnoorviertel. Look for “Freies WLAN”
signs.
Gerhard Marcks’ take on the Grimms’
Die Bremer Stadtmusikanten.

Bernhard Hoetger’s portal relief
Lichtbringer at the entrance to the
Böttcherstraße.
modern state assembly building, on the west
side the Renaissance Schütting. To the south
of the Schütting the narrow Schüttingstraße
leads to the entrance of the Böttcherstraße
with its mixed red-brick forms and museums.
Böttcherstraße reaches Martinistraße along
the north-east bank of the Weser, with the StMartini-Kirche above the river promenade.
The promenade, followed south-east along
the river bank and under the bridge Wilhelm-
Kaisen-Brücke, leads towards the Schnoor
viertel historical precinct.
Information
Bremer Touristik-Zentrale tourist offices are
in the Hauptbahnhof and in Haus des Glockenspiels at Böttcherstraße 4. There is also an
information hotline (tel 0421-3080010, M-F
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Transport
The Deutsche Bahn Reisezentrum (M-F 6.3021, Sa-Su 7.30-21) in the Hauptbahnhof main
hall has ticket machines outside. The DB
information desk in the main hall near the
Altstadt south exit is open daily (M-Su 6-24).
A Bahnhofsmission is at the east end of the
main hall.
DB Bremen-Hamburg express services
take about an hour and depart hourly. There
are Bremen-Hannover express services (about
an hour) at least once every two hours. There
are also frequent Bremen-Hannover regional trains (about 80 minutes), some of which
extend north-west of Bremen to Norddeich via
Oldenburg and Emden.
Bremen-Cologne services (hourly during
the day, mostly about 3¼ hours) may run
either via Düsseldorf, Duisburg and Münster
or via Dortmund and Münster.
Both DB regional trains and NordWestBahn
services run Bremerhaven/Lehe-BremerhavenBremen hourly (about 40 minutes), most DB
trains continuing to Osnabrück (about 75 minutes from Bremen). NordWestBahn also links
Bremen with Oldenburg, Wilhelmshaven,
Verden and Osnabrück. Of the other private
operators, Metronom has trains connecting
Bremen and Hamburg and the small Erixx
network provides a connection with Hannover
via Soltau.
The central bus station or ZOB is on
Breitenweg south-west of the Hauptbahnhof.
FlixBus offers multiple direct daily connections with Berlin (five to six hours) and Hamburg (90 minutes). There are direct overnight
services with Cologne (six to seven hours)
and Düsseldorf (5½ hours) via Münster (2¼
to three hours). A few daily direct HannoverBremen services (1¾ hours) provide access
to the Europe-wide network. Bremerhaven is
also a FlixBus destination.
FlixBus runs direct between Bremen and
Groningen (two hours) and Amsterdam (four
to six hours) in the Netherlands.
Bremen (Hans Koschnik) airport, less than
4km south of the city and reached by tram 6 or
bus 52, has air links with Frankfurt, Stuttgart

and Munich and about 40 other European centres. UK flights are to and from Stansted.
Urban transit: Bahnhofsplatz on the southwest or Altstadt side of the Hauptbahnhof is the
hub for trams and buses. The Bremen transit
authority BSAG runs 11 tram lines (including
express routes and tram 6 connecting Bremen
airport and Bahnhofsplatz) and a bus network.
There are also regional buses (numbered 100
or higher) and trains and S-Bahn trains.
A night network of N-coded buses and
three tram lines converges on Bahnhofsplatz
between 23.00 and 5.00 (Sa-Su 7.00). Some
BSAG buses and trams offer WLAN links,
limited to 50Mb per day, per device.
BSAG has customer service centres
(Kundencenters) at the ZOB in Bahnhofsplatz
(M-F 7-20, Sa 9-18, Su 9-17), at the corner

of Marktstraße and Balgebrückstraße (M-F
7-19, Sa 10-18) and Bahnhofsplatz at Vegesack (M-F 7.30-18, Sa 9-14.30). There is also
a VBN 24-hour inquiries number (tel 0421596059).
The context for Bremen ticketing (incorporated in the Bremen-Niedersachsen VBN network) is complicated and the English version
of the BSAG website www.bsag.de lacks basic
explanatory detail. The descriptions under the
VBN English website www.vbn.de (use the
Tickets menu) are more helpful. VBN has a
journey planner app downloadable for various
platforms from both websites, which allows
purchase of mobile phone tickets. Tickets can
be bought in English using BSAG machines
by choosing destination and number and type
of ticket (notes up to €10 are accepted). Tick-

The Altes Rathaus, adjacent Neues Rathaus (1909) and Roland are world heritage-listed by UNESCO for their architectural and cultural significance in representing civic
independence and market freedom. The first Gothic town hall was built early in the 15th
century, a contemporary of the stone Roland. The arcaded facade to Am Markt (1614)
was modelled in Weser Renaissance style by Lüder von Bentheim, with characteristic
ornament and patterned glazed brick. The main gable is Flemish-inspired. The figures of
the Holy Roman emperor and seven electors of the empire assert the city’s centuries-long
claim to free status. The main interior hall ceiling is vast but unsupported, other than by
beams and an ingenious truss. One-hour town hall tours (M-Sa 16.00, Su 12.00, €6.50,
children under 13 free), bookable at the tourist website, begin from the side entrance and
include the main upper hall, decorated with murals, ship models and intricate carvings,
and the ornate Güldenkammer or senate chamber. Wall paintings showing Charlemagne
and Bremen’s founding bishop Willehad, and the judgement of Solomnon, are in the
upper hall. There are occasional closures for official events. The wine cellar below goes
back to the early 15th century. Take tram 2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 to Domsheide.
The Bremer Roland (1404) in the centre of Am Markt is the
most beautiful of the north German Rolands, joined with the
Rathaus in its world heritage listing. Bremen’s first Roland, of
wood, was placed to assert city independence from the church
– under the Holy Roman emperor – and market rights. It was
burned in 1366 by the archbishop’s men but was replaced by
the present limestone statue. It is no longer regarded as facing
the cathedral in defiance, however. Since those times Roland
has been seen as Bremen’s protector of rights, prominent in
the marketplace and before the place of civic assembly. His
identity is associated with the soldier nephew of Charlemagne, celebrated in medieval verse epic, and perhaps connects Charlemagne to the city’s imperial rights. The doubleheaded eagle on the shield is also imperial, representing a free
city, and the sword is drawn, representing Saxon law. The armour shows the fashion of the period. The 16th century Low
German inscription asserts the dignity of freedom after the example of Charlemagne and
the temporal lords. The whole monument, at more than 10m high, is the largest medieval
German sculpture. The original head is in the Focke-Museum. It has been proposed that
the points of the armoured knees are one Bremen elle – a market measure – apart, and it is
said whoever rubs a knee will return. Take tram 2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 to Domsheide.

ets bought in advance will need validation
stamping in the bus or tram at the start of the
journey or at train platforms before boarding.
The Bremen tariff area includes zone 100
(Bremen city) and zone 101 (known as Bremen-Nord, including Vegesack). The boundary between the two is the rail station at Oslebshausen. Children under 6 travel free and
junior tickets are available for children 6-14.
Price level I applies for trips within Bremen or Bremen-Nord, and for trips between
Bremen and Bremen-Nord. A different price
level (S) applies for trips using VBN regional
buses (route numbers 101 or higher) and trains
(including the RS-coded regional S-Bahn) between Bremen or Bremen-Nord and the nearest VBN zone of Niedersachsen state. S-level
fares apply on journeys from Bremen to Lilienthal and return (such as on tram 4 or 4S).
A more complicated fare structure of multiple zones applies beyond this and the routes
of some outer bus lines could cross Niedersachsen boundaries – check before buying
tickets.
For price level I there are single-trip bus or
tram tickets for adults/children (€2.80/1.45).
The trip, in one direction with changes, may
take up to three hours. Short-trip tickets
(€1.45) are available for travelling up to three
stops including an immediate change (but not
when using S-Bahn and VBN regional services). For price level S, the corresponding tickets are €3.40/1.70.
Day tickets (TagesTicket, price level
I €8.10, price level S €9.20) are available
for one adult and up to three children, valid
to 3.00 next day. Day tickets for two adults
(€10.70/11.80 for levels I/S) or up to five
adults (€18.50/19.60) are available.
There are four-trip tickets for use on single
trips (at price levels I/S, €10.20/12.20) and 10trip tickets for single trips at price level I only
(€25.50). For short trips there are also four-trip
tickets (€5.40).
On the above tickets, a surcharge on night
services of €1 per person per night (€3.60 on
a four-trip ticket) is payable. However night
tickets for the network (valid 19.00-3.00 next
day) cost €9.70.
All these tickets are available from the
BSAG Kundencenters, trams or buses, or Bremen businesses displaying the BSAG logo.
Weekly tickets (€23.40/23.90, night surcharges payable where applicable) are also
available for levels I/S, but it is best to discuss
these requirements at a Kundencenter. Use of
first-class areas on VBN trains will attract a
surcharge (€2.60/1.30 for single journeys).
Adult/child single journeys in the Bremerhaven zone 250 are €2.50/1.25 (four-trip ticket €8.50). A single S-Bahn and regional train
ticket between Bremen and Bremerhaven
costs €13.10/6.40. An adult day ticket covering the two costs €23.10.
The Sielwallfähre ferry crossing of the
Weser (single €1.50/0.70, return €2.50/1, extra bicycle charge, free with ErlebnisCARD)
shuttles between Osterdeichwiesen and Café
Sand at Strandweg M-F from 7.00, Sa-Su from
9.00.
Taxis queue on the east and west sides of
the Altstadt exit of the Hauptbahnhof or at
the north (Bürgerweide) exit. To order taxis,
call tel 0421-14014 or 0421-14433. The basic
tariff is €3.50, plus €2.15 per kilometre up to
4km, then €1.90 per kilometre up to 10km,
then €1.50 per kilometre. Check before
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The first church of St Peter was built by the
first bishop, Willehad, in 789. St-Petri-Dom
(Apr-May & Oct W-F 10-12, 12.30-16.45,
Sa 10-13.45, Su 12-16.45, Jun-Jul M-F 1012, 12.30-16.45, Sa 10-15.45, Su 12-17.45,
Aug-Sep M-F 10-17.45, Sa 10-15.45, Su
12-17.45) at Am Dom was rebuilt in the 11th
century after a fire. After struggles between
the city council and the archbishops for control of Bremen, the cathedral precinct was
ruled separately from the city. In 1532, after
post-Reformation disturbances, the Catholic
archbishop closed the cathedral but it
reopened with a Lutheran pastor in 1547,
only for it to close again soon after for more
than 70 years over doctrinal disputes. Later,
the southern tower collapsed. Most of the
present exterior is the result of late 19th
century reworking, including the portals
with biblical scenes on the doors: a plaque
acknowledges depictions of Jews in these
reflected anti-Semitic attitudes. The vaulting
in the two aisles differs markedly. But 11th century Romanesque features are preserved
in the crypts, most completely the east crypt – where there are capitals with apparently
pagan images – although the west crypt is older. More than 80 graves of early bishops and
church identities are preserved. The cathedral mouse, associated with witchery and devils,
is near the foot of the south portal of the east choir. There is a museum (see General
museums) and the lead cellar (€2/1) off the courtyard contains mummified remains. Organ
music is played as part of noon prayers (M-F 12-12.30) that close the cathedral to wandering visitors. Take tram 2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 to Domsheide.
The Schütting (1538) at Am Markt was constructed for
assemblies of the merchant guild. It mixes a late Gothic
north-west gable by the first builder Johann de Buschener
with a Renaissance south-east gable (1565) by the local
stoneworker Karsten Husmann. Later that century the main
facade was recast in Weser Renaissance with a Hanseatic
ship decoration and the portal was centered in the 1750s.
The facade, including the portal, was renewed in the 19th
century. By the time it gained its present appearance, with
heavy Wilhelmine decoration, the building had been taken
over by the new chamber of commerce, which still occupies it. The interiors had to be rebuilt after extensive bomb
damage, but precious glass heraldic panels had been safely
stored. Take tram 2 or 3 to Obernstraße.
The Unser Lieben Frauen Kirche (M-Sa 11-16, Su 12-13)
was extended in Gothic style in the mid-13th century on the
site of earlier parish churches. In the north aisle vaults remnants of medieval painting are preserved. Paintings on the
walls and in the vaults below the chapel of St Veit – which is
named in recognition of the 11th century church – are from
the 15th century and include Christ’s appearance before
Pilate. In this period the church served the city council.
In the 19th century there were extensive additions and the
equestrian relief on the north tower celebrates the Prussian
field marshal Helmuth von Moltke. The 84m north tower
was restored after World War II bombing, interior plaster
was removed and new stained glass designed. It is now a
Protestant church. Take tram 2 or 3 to Obernstraße.
The Weser Renaissance Gewerbehaus (1622)
at Ansgarikirchhof began as two buildings for
clothmakers, later taken over by small merchants,
who used the upper ballroom. The ornament of
the sandstone facade, by local stonecutters, is regarded as starting a transition to Baroque. The left
gable is named for Venus, the right for Mercury.
State guests used it – one of them the tsar Peter
the Great. In the mid-19th century the structures
were merged with a single portal for the use of the
chamber of industry, which occupies it today. After the raids of 1944, the structure took more than 10 years to rebuild, using fragments of
other buildings. The Ansgari-Säule outside is a monument to the destroyed Ansgarikirche
and raised on the millennium of St Ansgar’s death. Take tram 2 or 3 to Obernstraße.
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attempting to use credit cards.
Bremen is one of the most bicyclefriendly of cities, served by a well marked
network of streetside tracks. A bicycle ticket (€1.95) is valid for a day on BSAG/VBN
transport within Bremen and Bremen-Nord
and up to two zones. The ADFC Radstation
Bremen (tel 0421-51778822, Apr-Sep M-F
8-19, Sa 9-15, Su 9-14, Oct-Mar M-F 10-18,
Sa 10-13), on the north side of the Hauptbahnhof at Bahnhofsplatz 14a, has bicycles for rent
at €15 for 24 hours. Booking is recommended
and a deposit may be required.
Bremen has set a city environmental zone
in which vehicles must carry green (class 4)
emissions stickers. This applies only in central
areas of the Altstadt and Neustadt, surrounded by a dozen Park & Ride areas. For a map
visit www.bauumwelt.bremen.de/umwelt/
luft/24570. For information on categories and
obtaining stickers, see the Car entry of the
Raven Travel Guides Germany Urban Transport menu.
ErlebnisCARD Bremen
A one-day city benefits card for one adult
(€9.90) or two (€12.50) is valid also for two
children aged up to 14, covering fares and
various discounts at attractions and for tours.
There are also two-day (€13.50 or €15.90) and
three-day (€18.90 or €22.90) cards, as well as
cards to cover groups of five (one, two or three
days at €20.90, €26.90 or €33.50).
The cards, available from tourist offices
or the BTZ website Discovery card tab, are
validated for a set period but the transit benefits actually begin at 18.00 the day before the
nominated start day and end at 3.00 the day
after its end date.
Tours
A two-hour city walk (Jan-Apr Sa 13.30 or
Su-F 14.00, May-Dec M-Su 13.30, €8.50,
children under 12 free) with English commentary leaves from the tourist office at
Böttcherstraße 4. Tickets can be booked at the
BTZ website. City bus tours (€17.80, children
6-17 €13.40, families €42) lasting 90 minutes
depart from stop L of the ZOB at Bahnhofsplatz (M-Su 11.00) or Die Glocke at Domsheide 6 (M-Su 12.30). These are bookable at
tourist offices or the website but do not run
some festival days.
A self-guided city tour for foot or bicycle,
with audio guides (€7.50 for a day plus deposit) is available at tourist offices. The tour,
following 13 markers, is downloadable free
in segments as MP3 files at www.bremen.eu/
tourism/activities/audio-guide-bremen.
A one-hour tour of the 600-year-old
Altes Rathaus wine cellar (Jan-Nov F 16.00,
€11.50/5) meets at the Böttcherstraße tourist
office. The cellar is claimed to have the largest
collection of German wines. For tours of the
building see the Altes Rathaus entry.
Tours of the Mercedes-Benz factory east
of the Altstadt (mid Jan-mid Dec F 13.30,
€16/10, children under 6 not permitted), including the production line, last 2½ hours and
are bookable at the BTZ website.
Cruises
Hal över Betriebsgesellschaft (tel 0421338989, Apr-Oct M-F 9-17, Nov-Mar M-F
9-15) at Schlachte 2 offers 75-minute Weser
and harbour cruises (Feb-Mar & Dec Sa-Su
13.30, 15.15, Apr & Oct M-F 11.45, 13.30,

15.15, Sa-Su 10.15, 11.45, 13.30, 15.15,
16.45, May-Sep M-Su 10.15, 11.45, 13.30,
15.15, 16.45). The cruises (€13/8.50) depart
Martinianleger near St-Martini-Kirche. Commentary is in German but an English inform
ation sheet is available. Tickets are bookable at
the BTZ website.

The gable of the Stadtwaage (1588) at Langenstraße 13 was
another Weser Renaissance masterpiece by Lüder von Bentheim.
The building was a new city weighhouse, as represented on the
intricate facade, as well as a city council granary, the practical
application for the steep roof. Weighing had already taken place
on the site for 150 years when trade volumes demanded bigger
scales. Such public measurement houses were essential to trade,
from the viewpoints of fairness and taxation. The scales served
for two centuries. In World War II, the building was wrecked by
bombs. It now shows a frieze on the theme of weighing on the
rear facade. The adjacent gable of the former Sonnenapotheke
and the restored street-level facade of the Essighaus (1618) at
Langenstraße 15, remnant of an ornate Renaissance house, are
other survivals of the city’s main commercial street. Take tram 2 or 3 to Obernstraße.
The Böttcherstraße project brought together restoration and
Expressionist 1920s building design in an arts and business
precinct. Ludwig Roselius set up the headquarters of his decaff
einated coffee business in what was the medieval coopers’
street and became its patron. Bernhard Hoetger created many
of the sculptures – one a bust of Roselius – and his portal relief
Lichtbringer (‘Bringer of Light’, 1936) was believed to have
idealised Hitler. But the Führer regarded the whole development
as degenerate art. On the Neorenaissance Haus des Glockenspiels, the former Bremen-Amerika Bank at No.4, an hourly
(Apr-Dec 12-18) eight-minute porcelain carillon accompanies
the appearances of panels of Atlantic seafarers and aviators. At
other times the reduced performances (12.00, 15.00, 18.00) are
subject to temperature. Take tram 2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 to Domsheide.
The harbour area or Schlachte on the Weser east bank was
in use from at least the 13th century, being further developed with a stone quay and unloading machinery in succeeding centuries. Unloaded trade goods had to be hauled
up and through the city gates. At the height of trade an area
several hundred metres long was employed but the river’s
silting increasingly restricted shipping and by the 18th century only loading barges could dock. The Schlachte was
rebuilt as a promenade in 2000. The triple-masted Alexander von Humboldt is a highlight. It is hoped the replica
14th century Bremen cog Roland von Bremen, which sank
at Teerhofbrücke in 2014, can be returned in 2020 after a
long restoration. Take bus 25 to Martinistraße or tram 1, 2
or 3 to Am Brill.
The 13th century red-brick Gothic parish church
St-Martini-Kirche at the east end of the Schlachte quay
was redesigned as a hall church after 14th century flood
damage and became the church of city merchants. Flooding was periodic despite efforts to shore up the Weser
embankment, in turn leading to problems with the foundations. After extensive bombing damage, reconstruction was
completed in 1960. But early treasures remain, including
a 13th tympanum above the main portal depicting Christ,
a 14th century fresco and the pulpit (1597). The pastor,
Pietist theologian and hymnist Joachim Neander preached
in the church and is honoured in a high window. Take bus
25 to Martinistraße or tram 2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 to Domsheide.
The Schnoorviertel, the former city quarter of fishers and
workers (and perhaps ropemakers), survived World War II
relatively intact with its late medieval street plan and 15th
and 16th century houses. The houses at Schnoor 2 and
Schnoor 15 are believed to go back to about 1400. Later
buildings include Baroque and 19th century Historicist
examples. After the war many of the tiny structures and
narrow laneways were restored or rebuilt in a project to
resurrect some of the Bremen old-town ambience ruined
elsewhere by bombing. Here, unlike most German retail
areas, shops open Sundays. The vaulted 14th century
Catholic former Franciscan monastery church St Johann in
Hohe Straße shows a decorated gable. Take tram 2, 3, 4, 6
or 8 to Domsheide.

Views
The south tower of St-Petri-Dom at almost
100m commands an Altstadt view. The climb
to the lookout (Apr-May M-F 10-16.30, Sa
10-13.30, Su 14-16.30, Jun-Jul M-F 10-16.30,
Sa 10-15.30, Su 14-17.30, Aug-Sep M-F 1017.30, Sa 10-15.30, Su 14-17.30, Oct W-F
10-16.30, Sa 10-13.30, Su 14-16.30, €2/1 or
€3/1.40 with cellar visits) is 260 steps on a
narrow staircase.
Parks & gardens
The largest city parkland is Bürgerpark,
north of the Hauptbahnhof on Hollerallee,
with Stadtwald at its northern end.
The walk around the narrow green Wall
anlagen between the old defensive ditch
Stadtgraben and Am Wall demands a few
street crossings but is reasonably peaceful outside peak traffic times.
For the Rhododendronpark north-east of
the city, see the Botanika entry in the General
museums section.
Markets
At Domshof in the Altstadt produce markets
spring up on Fridays (8-14) and Saturdays
(8-15). Fresh produce is available most days
(M-F 8-19, Sa 8-18), along with with food
stands, in the Marktpavillon at Hanseatenhof.
South-east of the Altstadt at Vor dem Steintor
1 near Sielwall is the small organic Ziegenmarkt (M-Tu, Th & Sa 8-13, W & F 8-18).
Summer flea markets (Apr-mid Sep,
Su 7-14) take place on Bürgerweide near
Theodor-Heuss-Allee north of the Hauptbahnhof. Other times of year, Sunday flea markets
(8-14) take place at the Hansa Carré mall at
Pfalzburger Straße near the Weser east bank,
4km south-east of the Altstadt. Summer crafts
and bric-a-brac markets (May-Sep, Sa 10-16)
with food stalls appear along the Schlachte on
the Weser’s east bank.
Events
Bremer Samba-Karneval brings Brazilian
music and dance to the streets for two days in
mid- February. The July Breminale is a fiveday outdoor arts and culture celebration on the
Osterdeich lawns lining the Weser east of the
Altstadt, featuring music, dance, circus entertainers and food.
Based on ancient traditions of a folk fair
celebrating market rights, Bremen’s Freimarkt
or Freimaak is today a fun festival with
amusements that take over the grounds of
the Bürgerweide, north of the Hauptbahnhof,
and Am Markt day and night for a fortnight
in mid-October, sometimes running into Nov
ember. The Osterwiese at Bürgerweide is a
spring carnival that spans the Easter period
and runs for a fortnight.
The Advent-Christmas markets (M-Su 1020) of Weihnachtsmarkt Bremen run from
late November to December 23, centred on
Am Markt, Sögestraße and the Schlachte.
Food
In the windmill Mühle am Wall at Am Wall
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GENERAL MUSEUMS

The website www.museeninbremen.de is in German only but it has links to individual
museum sites, some of which have English versions. For an overview in English, check the
Museums and Science menu at www.bremen.eu.
The Übersee-Museum (Tu-F 9-18, Sa-Su 10-18, €7.50/3, children under 6 free, families
€15) at Bahnhofsplatz draws on Bremen’s international trading history and presents the
geography, ethnography and artefacts of far-off lands. Special exhibitions are extra, or visitors can buy combined tickets (€11.50/4.50, families €22.50) or rent audio guides (€3). Take
tram 1, 4-6, 8 or 10 or bus 24-26 to Hauptbahnhof.
The last historical cotton warehouse in Bremen, on the site of the old international port, is
now home to the Hafenmuseum Speicher XI (Tu-Su 11-18, €5/3.50) at Am Speicher XI
in the Überseestadt docklands area north of the city. Its theme is history, change and the
working lives of the free port over more than a century, shown inventively. There are also
special exhibitions. Take bus 28 (from Hansestraße or Konsul-Smidt-Straße) to Bremen
Hochschule für Künste).
The science centre Universum (universum-bremen.de, M-F 9-18, Sa-Su 10-18, €16/11,
children 6 and under free, families €40) at Wiener Straße 1A has a wide range of exhibits
and interactive experiments aimed at families, some of them outdoors. The themes include
technology, the human body, the composition of the earth and the cosmos and the behaviour of the natural world, all linked together as experiences in the laws of science. English
information is provided. Take tram 6 to Universität/NW1.
The chief museum of Bremen history is the Focke-Museum (Tu 10-21, W-Sa 10-17, Su
10-18, €6/4), including local and cultural history, art and design and laid out in the parklands
of the former Riensberg estate at Schwachhauser Heerstraße 240. Among the attached
historical buildings are the manor house, a 16th century farm building moved to the site and
restored, a 19th century barn and the off-site windmill Mühle Oberneuland (Apr-Nov Su 1017, €2/1). Among the exhibits are the original head of the Bremer Roland, agriculture and
peat-cutting, regional archaeology and a 20th century rescue craft. A tablet guide in English
is available and there is a cafe. Take tram 4 to Focke-Museum (for the windmill, regional
trains or bus 33 to Bremen-Oberneuland).
Dom-Museum Bremen (M-F 10-16.45, Sa 10-13.30, Su 14-16.45, entry free, audio guide
€1) inside the cathedral includes some of the surviving 15th vault paintings from the life
of Christ, the archaeology of the age of the early bishops, the architectural history of the
cathedral, early books, textiles and religious art including works by Lucas Cranach the elder
and Rubens and 15th century oak carvings. Take tram 2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 to Domsheide.
English tours of Beck’s brewery and museum (M-Sa 15.00, €14.50) cover all stages of raw
materials preparation and the brewing and bottling process, followed by a bar tasting. The
total visit is three hours. Bookings are necessary (go to the BTZ website) and no one under
16 is permitted. Meet at the Beck’s und Haake-Beck Besucherzentrum, which is reached
from Am Deich on the opposite Weser bank to the Altstadt, at the south end of Stephanibrücke. Take tram 1, 6 or 8 to Westerstraße or a regional train to Bremen Neustadt.
Botanika (www.botanika-bremen.de, M-F 9-18, Sa-Su 10-18, €10.50/5, families €26, combination tickets with Universum available) is a horticultural science centre in a landscaped
park with a conservatory featuring east Asian rhododendrons. The centre is in the gardens
at Deliusweg 40 off Marcusallee. Take bus 31 to Rhododendronpark.
Heimatmuseum Schloß Schönebeck (museum-schloss-schoenebeck.de, Tu-W & Sa
15-17, Su 10.30-17, €3, visitors under 18 free) at Im Dorfe 3 near Vegesack north-west
of the city is a regional museum in a 17th century manor house with exhibits extending to
boatbuilding and traditional fisheries including whaling. Take train RS1 to Schönebeck or
bus 90-92 to Bahnhof Schönebeck and walk 800m north on Schafgegend from Vegesacker
Heerstraße.
Bremen’s tramways museum Das Depot (www.fdbs.net/pages/dasdepot_index.htm,
€3/1.50) at Schloßparkstraße 45 is open the second Sunday each month (11-17) with
vintage trams, some maintained in running order, and a model tramway layout. Take tram 2
or 10 or bus 21 to Schloßparkstraße.
Bremen has a proud history of public broadcasting and Bremer Rundfunkmuseum (Tu-Th
& Su 10-15, €3/1.50, children under 6 free) at Findorffstraße 22 has gathered historical
pieces of technology including radio receivers, television sets and music reproduction. Take
bus 25 to Theodor-Heuss-Allee.

PERFORMANCE
For information about cultural events in Bremen, visit the Kulturzentrum Schlachthof (mid
Aug-mid Jun M-F 10-19, mid Jun-mid Aug M-F 10-17), www.schlachthof-bremen.de) at
Findorffstraße 51. Tickets are available for local and regional performances and the centre
is itself a venue for events and performance. For a taste of other Bremen events, visit
www.bremen.eu/tourism/culture-and-events.
The Deutsche Kammerphilharmonie Bremen has in recent years developed a speciality
in the works of Robert Schumann and performs at Die Glocke at Domsheide 4 (tickets €1561 with slightly lower concession rates), the Gesamtschule Bremen-Ost at Walliser Straße
125 and on tour. The orchestra’s headquarters and ticket office is at Langenstraße 16 (MTu & F 10-14, W-Th 10-14, 16-19, tel 0421-321919) at but sales links and information are
accessible at the website www.kammerphilharmonie.com/en.
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212 is Kaffee Mühle (tel 0421-14466), which
builds various menus around meat dishes, fish,
salads and pasta with most courses between
€10 and €25. The restaurant (Apr-Sep M-Su
9.30-22, Oct-Mar M-F 12-22, Sa-Su 9.30-22)
serves breakfasts, lunches (M-F 12-14) and
Sunday brunches and vegetarian options.
The central but informal ALEX Bremen
Domshof (tel 0421-322670, M-Th 8.30-23,
F-Sa 8.30-24, Su 9-23) at Domshof 16 offers
everything from breakfast, through light
lunches, burgers and salads up to solid
meat-based dishes around €20. Vegetarian and
vegan options and order service are also available.
At Sielwall 55, a 500m walk south-east of
Goetheplatz, is the small, laid-back bistro Lei
(tel 0421-17511011, M-Sa 9-late), offering
inside or outside service in a trendy precinct,
with a changing menu featuring organic vege
tables, soup and pizza under €11 as well as
breakfast.
Dean & David (M-F 11-20, Sa 12-19) is at
Pieperstraße 12 with salads and vegetarian and
vegan dishes.
The restaurant at the ship Alexander von
Humboldt (M-Su 11.30-21.30, tel 042138039699), moored at Schlachte 1a, offers
monthly menus with choices including vegan
and vegetarian courses and children’s meals.
Meet & drink
The Schnoorviertel, Schlachte and the Viertel
precinct south-east of the Altstadt are loc
ations of choice for beverage houses but
Kaffee Mühle (see above) also has special
appeal when serving outdoors during warmer
months.
Konditorei Knigge (M-Sa 9-18.30, Su
11-18) at Sögestraße 42 is an established
upmarket Konditorei with a tradition going
back well over a century, offeing a rich assortment of cakes and confections and light lunches
(M-Sa) as daily specials.
Accommodation
Hotels, pensions, guesthouses and hostels
(even lodgings in a few boats) can be booked
through the tourist office (tel 0421-3080010
M-F 8.30-18, Sa 9.30-13), at the Hotels menu
of the BTZ website www.bremen-tourism.de,
where package deals including hotel choices
ate also offered.
Lists of holiday apartments are downloadable at the ‘Brochure ordering service’ tab
under the Experiences menu. Pensions, private
rooms and apartments in and around Bremen
are listed and bookable at www.deutschepensionen.de/pension-bremen/home.html.
There is a 5% city tax per adult, per night (up
to seven nights), which may not be included in
all rates given below.
At the small, central hotel Buthmann im
Zentrum (tel 0421-2238057, www.hotel-
buthmann.de) in a period house at Löningstraße 29, there is a choice of economy or
comfort singles (€45 or €59, F-Sa €49 or 65,
during trade fairs €52 or €71). Economy basement twins (€72, F-Sa €79 or fairs €86), doubles or upstairs twins €79, F-Sa €84, fairs €92,
and triples (€94, F-Sa €97, fairs €115) are also
offered. All have private facilities. The breakfast buffet is €8.50 per person and parking is
available at €7 a night. The walk is 500m from
the Hauptbahnhof.
The bunk-free GastHaus Bremer Backpacker Hostel (tel 0421-2238057, www.

The restored Schnoorviertel combines
entertainment with a shopping precinct.

The Bremen city defences had outlived their usefulness by the 18th century and were demolished,
parklands being planted along the bastions of what
was still known as the Wallanlagen. Windmills were
built to produce flour for the populace. The Mühle
am Wall, more than a century old and formerly
called Herdentorsmühle or Ansgaritorsmühle, it is
the last of the windmills that from about 1700 stood
on the site and continued operating until 1942. Five
other mills stood in various parts of the Wallanlagen.
Tours are rare, although a restaurant and cafe now
operates on the lower floors. Take tram 1 or bus
26-27 to Am Wall.
The red-brick and sandstone Gothic church St Stephani
(Tu-Su 11-17) at Stephanikirchhof was preceded by an 11th
century parish church and was consecrated to St Willehad and
St Stephan, becoming a collegiate church in the 12th century.
It was then surrounded by fishing folk and boatmen. But the
second saint predominated after the Reformation. There was
rebuilding or extensions in the 13th, 14th (becoming a pseudobasilica), 17th and 19th centuries, the last work adding Neo
romanesque elements. From the 19th century the church
served the harbour area and a hostel for seamen. It is was
wrecked by repeated World War II bombing and took until the
1960s to restore, but without its southern aisle. It is now an
Evangelical church but the nave is a centre for music, visual
arts and theatre. Take tram 2-3 or bus 25 to Radio Bremen.
The 400m long warehouse structure Speicher XI was
built before World War I as a cotton warehouse after
the Europahafen harbour area became a free port with
busy international trade and a cotton exchange. The
facade design mixed red brick and rendering. The
area was a general and industrial cargo area until the
closure of the port area in the 1990s and the building was renovated after 2000 as a monument, now
housing a harbour museum (see Museums) and arts
college, surrounded by a leisure and events precinct.
The Überseestadt area is under ongoing redevelopment. Take bus 28 (from Hansestraße or KonsulSmidt-Straße) to Bremen Hochschule für Künste.
Picture © Silke Krause/Bremer Touristik-Zentrale

bremer-backpacker-hostel.de) is also near
the Hauptbahnhof at Emil-Waldmann-Straße
5 with single rooms at €31 (€33 F-Sa, €35
during trade fairs) and beds in two/three/
four-bed rooms at €23/22/21 (€24/23/22 F-Sa,
€25/24/23). Dorm beds are €18. Breakfast is
€8.50 and for linen there is a one-off charge
of €3. Facilities are shared, showers are on
most floors, and a kitchen, laundry facilities,
WLAN and free luggage and bicycle storage
are provided. From An der Weide, the hostel is
easily reached on foot via Löningstraße.
The 24-hour A&O Bremen Haupt
bahnhof (tel 0421-9896720000) is 600m
north-west of the station at Friedrich-Rauers-Straße 20a. Singles/doubles with facilities
are available from €37/75 or beds in four or
six-bed dorms start at €15 or €13. Women-only
dorms are offered. Breakfast is €7 per person
extra and WLAN free. Bicycle storage and
kitchen and laundry facilities are available.
The small, non-smoking Pension am
B ürgerpark (tel 0421-3491287, www.
pension-am-buergerpark.de) enjoys an excellent position within walking distance of
the Hauptbahnhof and city, in graceful Art
Nouveau surroundings opposite the statue at
Slevogtstraße 50. A single costs €40, a double
€50 (or €70 superior), cash requested. Weekend stays are a two-night minimum. A full
breakfast is served at €10 per person extra,
a room is available for making tea or coffee
and street parking (unavailable Thursdays) is
free. Take tram 6 or 8 or bus 24 to Blumenthalstraße.
A small hostel on the north-west margin
of the centre city at Am Wall 55 is BremerCity-Hostel (tel 0421-55904770, www.
bremer-city-hostel.de) with basic singles at
€32 and beds in twin rooms at €22, three or
four-bed rooms at €20 or €19. These may rise
during festivals and other events. Bathrooms
are shared. No breakfast is served but kitchens are provided. Take tram 2 to Doventor and
walk south to Am Wall or bus 25-27 to Doventorstraße.
The restored triple-masted tall ship Alexander von Humboldt (tel 0421-38039699,
alex-das-schiff.de), moored on the Weser at
Schlachte below St-Martini-Kirche, has almost 40 bunks including nine double cabins
(single/double €75/110) and five four-bunk
cabins (€55 per person), each with private facilities, breakfast and WLAN.
Several hostel and budget hotel options
are east of the Altstadt. At Am Dobben 62
in the Viertel precinct of Ostertor is Townside Hostel Bremen (tel 0421-78015, www.
townside.de). Singles/doubles with en suite
start at €46/64, singles/twins or doubles with
shared facilities at €32/52. Places in rooms
with four to 10 beds range from €15 to €25 per
person. A studio apartment is also available.
City tax is additional and breakfast (€7.50),
parking (€7 per day) and laundry facilities cost
extra, but WLAN access and lockable storage
and secure bicycle storage are free. Take tram
2, 3 or 10 to Sielwall and walk 150m north.
In Hastedt is The Grand Hostel (tel
0421-6437209, www.thegrandhostel.com) at
Feuerkuhle 30, with basic budget singles with
shared facilities at €33, two/three/four-bed
rooms at €49/67/77 (up to six beds at €102).
With en suite, single/twin/triple rates are
€44/62/85 and four/five-bed rooms are available at €27/28 per person. The €3 linen charge
does not apply for bookings of three nights
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ART MUSEUMS & GALLERIES
Summaries of museums are at the Bremen tourist website or www.bremen.de/cultureand-leisure/museums-and-galleries. Holders of full-price tickets for the Paula ModersohnBecker Museum, Ludwig Roselius Museum, Focke Museum, Gerhard-Marcks-Haus,
Kunsthalle Bremen and Weserburg Museum, receive discounts on entry to other museums
the same day or the day after.
Historical collections and visiting exhibitions are shown at the Kunsthalle Bremen
(www.kunsthalle-bremen.de/en, Tu 10-21, W-Su 10-17, €10/5, visitors under 18 free) at
Am Wall 207. The European paintings cover six centuries, including works by Dürer, Monet
and Van Gogh, and there is a vast prints and drawings collection. Audio guides are €3 and
extra admission charges may apply for special exhibitions (to mid-May 2020 only special
exhibitions will be shown). Take tram 2-3 to Theater am Goetheplatz.
The modern and contemporary art of the Weserburg Museum für Moderne Kunst (Tu-Su
11-18, €9/5, visitors under 18 free) is drawn from private collections and exhibited in old
warehouse buildings on the spit of the Weser island Teerhofinsel opposite the Altstadt. The
GAK Gesellschaft für Aktuelle Kunst (€3/2, combination ticket with Weserburg €10/6)
shows contemporary art in an adjacent building. The site is reached by bridge from either
bank (take tram 1, 2 or 3 to Am Brill and walk to the middle of the bridge BürgermeisterSmidt-Brücke).
The work of a female innovator in Expressionist art is displayed at the Paula ModersohnBecker Museum at Böttcherstraße 6, along with the collection of the architect and artist
Bernhard Hoetger (in an Expressionist building of Hoetger’s design). Part of the complex,
in a Renaissance town house, is the Ludwig Roselius Museum (F-Su 11-18), established
by the decaffeinated coffee inventor and art patron as an ensemble of art of various
periods, furnishing and interior decoration. Works displayed include sculpture by Tilman
Riemenschneider and paintings by Lucas Cranach the elder. For the combined museums
(www.museen-boettcherstrasse.de/english, Tu-Su 11-18, €10/6, families €20 children under
7 free), audio guides are €2 and extra fees may apply to special exhibitions. Take tram 2, 3,
4, 6 or 8 to Domsheide.
The Gerhard-Marcks-Haus (Tu-W 10-18 & F-Su 10-18, Th 10-21, €10/5, visitors under 18
free) at Am Wall 208 features sculpture and graphic works by Marcks, a variety of modern
and contemporary sculptors’ pieces and regular exhibitions of modern sculpture. Admission
is free to all the first Thursday each month. Take tram 2 or 3 to Theater am Goetheplatz.
Wilhelm Wagenfeld Haus (Tu 15-21, W-Su 10-18, €5/3.50) at Am Wall 209 presents 20th
and 21st century design culture, especially of household items by Wagenfeld. Take tram 2
or 3 to Theater am Goetheplatz.

or more. A breakfast buffet and self-catering
kitchen are available. WLAN in all rooms and
parking are available free. Take tram 2 or 10 to
Ludwig-Quidde-Straße and walk 100m northeast, then 100m north-west on Feuerkuhle.
Hotel Haus Bremen (tel 0421-790300,
www.hotel-haus-bremen-garni.de) at Verdener
Straße 47 east of the Altstadt offers standard
single/double/three-bed rooms with WLAN
from €52/74/93 and garden rooms from
€62/84 (€10 surcharges apply during trade
fairs and package deals are offered). Breakfast
is €11. Take tram 2 or 10 to Am Hulsberg and
walk south.
A 300m walk away is the smaller, associated H5 Hotel Bremen (tel 0421-69661761,
www.h5hotel.de) at Hamburger Straße 211,
offering two comfort classes (singles €60 or
€65, doubles €72 or €77) including WLAN.
Breakfast is not served here, but inquire about
arrangements at Hotel Haus Bremen. Parking
is €7 per night. Take tram 3 or bus 22 to Stader
Straße/Hamburger Straße.
South-east of the city centre in Haben
hausen is Ibis budget Bremen City Süd
(tel 0421-421837350) at Borgwardstraße 10.
Singles/doubles start at €57 and breakfast is
€7.50 per person. Parking and WLAN are free.
Take bus 22 to Borgwardstraße.
The DJH hostel Jugendherberge Bremen
(tel 0421-163820, email bremen@
jugendherberge.de) has a great position at
Kalkstraße 6, the west end of the Schlachte.
Dorm beds start at €30.50 (€35.50 ages 27
and over) with breakfast. For single/double
occupancy add €15/5 and family rates are
available. Attached, and moored opposite, is
the novelty of the steamer Gästeschiff Die
Weser (most often booked for families or
groups). Take tram 1, 2, 3 or 8 to Am Brill.

The confluence of the Lesum river, north-west of Bremen’s city centre, marks the Vegesack
harbour precinct with the white Alter Speicher warehouse, now a museum. A fully rigged
three-master ship is moored nearby. Vegesack, thanks to the silting of the Weser, became one
of Europe’s earliest artificial harbours in the 17th century and its history included Swedish,
Danish and French rule. Today, parts of the harbour area and old town – especially around
Alte Hafenstraße – preserve their maritime ambience with a riverfront walk, small pubs and
traditional housing styles. Take the S-Bahn train RS1 to Bremen-Vegesack. A regional museum is nearby at Schloß Schönebeck, a 17th century manor house with exhibits extending to
boatbuilding and historical fisheries. Take train RS1 to Schönebeck or bus 90-92 to Bahnhof
Schönebeck and walk 800m north on Schafgegend from Vegesacker Heerstraße. Picture:
Picture © Ingrid Krause/Bremer Touristik-Zentrale
Bremerhaven, 35-45 minutes by train from Bremen, is the port at the Weser
mouth bought by the city to overcome the silting of the river harbour that
gradually threatened its trade. Museum highlights are grouped around Bremer
haven’s old harbour area, where there are museum ships and a lookout. Deutsches
Auswandererhaus (dah-bremerhaven.de, Mar-Oct M-Su 10-18, Nov-Feb M-Su
10-17, €15/9, families €39.90) at Columbusstraße 65 is a museum of the European
emigration experience and offers the chance to meet the emigrants. Visitors can
follow the path of emigrants through the departure process and see recreations of
what life was like on board during the voyage and during arrival at Ellis Island off
New York. There is a research centre and a cinema. Take bus 502, 505-6 or 508-9
from Bremerhaven Hauptbahnhof to Havenwelten. The experience centre Klimahaus Bremerhaven 8° Ost (www.klimahaus-bremerhaven.de, Apr-Aug M-F 9-19,
Sa-Su 10-19, Sep-Feb M-Su 10-18, €17/12, families €49, children under 4 free) at
Am Längengrad 8 combines the concepts of science centre, climate museum and
theme park. It recreates seven environments from Africa to Antarctica around the
longitudinal meridian 8° east and two around its mirror 172° west, including aquatic components. Visitors can also speculate at the World
Future Lab and research renewable energy at the Offshore Center. A family combination ticket (€65) with Bremen’s Universum centre is
also available. Take bus 502, 505-6 or 508-9 from Bremerhaven Hauptbahnhof to Havenwelten. The maritime museum Deutsches Schifffahrtsmuseum (www.dsm.museum, mid Mar-mid Nov M-Su 10-18, mid Nov-mid Mar Tu-Su 10-18, €6/3 with special exhibitions, families
€14) at Hans-Scharoun-Platz includes a 20m 14th century cog wreck and the m
 useum ships can be visited in the high season. Take bus 502,
505-6 or 508-9 from Bremerhaven Hauptbahnhof to Hochschule Bremerhaven. Picture © optikus/123rf.com
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